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Abstract

This paper presents analysis of microstrip line structures in which either the strip or
the ground plane or both are made of a high Tc superconductor. The effect of
implementation of a superconductor to the strip and the ground plane is explained with the
calculation of a conductor loss of the structure by the Phenomenological Loss Equivalence

Method(PEM). The theoretical values are compared with the experimental results from a
ring resonator which is made of a gold ground plane and a high Tc superconductor,
YBa2Cu307-x, strip.

Introduction

In this paper, we calculate and compare Q
values of the microstrip line structures in which either
the strip or the ground plane or both are a high Tc
superconductor. The motivation for this study is to
provide the theoretical basis for the effective application
of a superconductor to the microstrip line as well as
other planar transmission lines. The analytical method
in this paper is based on the Phenomenological Loss
Equivalence Method (PEM) [1,2] and the introduction
of the superposition principle of the internal impedances
from the strip and the ground plane of the microstrip
line. By using this method, we calculate the Q value of
the ring resonator which has a superconducting strip
and a normal conducting ground and compare the
results with the experimental data.

Analysis of Various Superconducting
Microstrip Line Structure

We analyze the various superconducting
microstrip line structures that have alternative
implementations of a superconductor and a normal
conductor into the strip or the ground plane as shown in

Fig.l. There are field penetrations even inside of the
superconductor. These field penetrations contribute to
the internal impedance and cause the conductor loss in

the microstrip line structure as shown in Fig.2. The
internal impedances from strip conductor and the
ground plane are seperately calculated by PEM. Then,
the total internal impedance is obtained by using me

superposition of internal impedances. The internal
impedance of each case is obtained by considering the
cases where either strip or the ground plane is perfect.

When the ground plane is assumed to be perfect, the

field penetration occurs only in the strip conductor. In
this ease, the geometric factor, say G1, of the
microstrip line is obtained from the magnetic field

penetration inside of the strip conductor. The
equivalent strip [1,2] is obtained from G1. The internal
impedance of mierostrip line under the assumption of a
perfect ground plane can be obtained as Zil =

G 1"Zs l'coth(Zs 1"¢_I .A.G 1) where Zs 1, o 1 and A are

the surface impedance, the conductivity of the material

and the cross section"(w-t) of the strip, respecive.ly.
Next, we consider the case where the field penetranon
occurs only in the ground plane. In this ease, the

geometric factor, G2, is obtained from the field
penetration in the ground plane. The intemai impedance

from the ground plane is obtained as Zi2. = G2.Zs2.coth

(Zs2.o2-A'G2) where Zs2 and ¢_2 are surface
impedance and conductivity of the ground, respectively.
Then, the total internal impedance is obtained by adding
Zil and Zi2. We calculate the propagation constant of
the microstip line suaacture by adding this internal
impedance to the external impedance and by using the
transmission line model. Since our method is based on
the PEM, this can be applied to any field penetration

depth compared with the conductor thickness as
demonstrated in reference [ 1, 2].

Comparison Between Microstip Lines with
Various Superconductor Implementation

The conductor losses of each microstrip line in

Fig. 1 are calculated by applying the method explained
above. Then, we calculate Q values of each strip line



by additional consideration of substrate loss [3]. This

will give us insight to the effects of an application of
superconductor on microsnip line. The dimensions of
the su'ucture are shown in Fig.3 (a). For the calculation,
we use the measured conductivity values of the
YBa2Cu307-x film obtained from the power
transmitted through the film and a two fluid model [4].
The calculated Q values of each structure at 35 GHz ate
shown and compared in Fig.3. In this calculation, the
value of 5.8 x 10-4 is used for loss tangent. Since the
current is more concentrated on the strip, the
implementation of a superconductor in the strip gives
more influence on the loss as expected. The extent of
an effect of the implementation of a superconductor in
the microsu'ip line can be different for different
geometric sm_ctures of the microstrip line.

Next, we compare our calculated results with
the experimental results from the ring resonator
structure shown in Fig.4. This ring resonator has the
resonant frequency of 35.0 GHz The detailsof the
fabricationof thisstructureand the measurements are

presented elsewhere [5]. The stripof this ring
resonatorisa thinfilmof YBa2Cu307-x depositedon
LaA1203 by a laserablatedtechnique. The ground

planeconsistsof Ti/ Au. A thinTi layerisemployed to
make thedepositionof thegold on thesubsu'ateand its
effecton the structureisnegligiblebecause itis thin
compared with a gold layer. Fig.5 shows the
experimentalQ valuesand thecalculatedQ valueswith
the variationof loss tangent of the substrate.The

calculatedvaluesof Q arc higherthantheexperimental
results.There are severalfactorsfor thisdiscrepancy
between the experimentaland theoreticalresults.The

ring resonatorwas builtwith a YBa2Cu307-x film

differentfrom thefilmon which theconductivityvalues
were measured. The YBa2Cu307-x film used in the

ringresonaltorhas lowerTc and lower qualitythanthe

one used in the conductivitymeasurement. Also,itis
more affectedby the surfaceroughness because itis
patterned.Another factorcan be theedge currenteffect
on the superconductingringresonator.Also,sincethe
conductor loss from the gold and superconductor
decreases at the low temperature region, the substrate
loss becomes more dominent. However, the
information on the loss tangent of the subsn'ate is not
available at low temperature region. As we can observe
in Fig.5, the Q values depend on the value of loss
tangent of the substrate used in the calculation. The
accuratecharacteristicsof the substrateshould be done

inordertomake itmeaningfultocompare thetheoretical
and experimentalresults.

Conclusion

In thispaper,we presenteda theoreticalanalysis
of thesuperconductingmicrostriplineswiththevarious
implementations of a superconductor and a normal

conductor intothe stripor the ground plane of the
microstrip line. By using the method presented, we
calculated the Q values of a ring resonator with the thin
YBa2Cu307.x stripand the gold ground plane. This

theoreticalresultsare compared and discussedwith

experimentalresultsof a ringresonatorwith the thin
YBa2Cu307-x snipand thegold ground plane.Itwas
found thatthesubsu'atelossbecomes very critical at the
superconductingmicrosnipline.
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